
Roll &Race
Measurement Games

Want to add some NO PREP fun to your math lesson or math centers? 
These roll and race measurement games are the perfect fit!

The measurement games included in this free pack are:

1. Which One? Longer & Shorter (Bigger/Smaller)
2. Which One? Lighter & Heavier
3. What Time is it? Telling Time by the Hour with digital clocks 
4. Is It Time? Time by the Hour with analogue & digital clocks

To play, simply grab a die and a small marker to cover the boards and 
you’re ready to go! Print a recording sheet and use a pencil to add an 
extension or accountability piece to the games.

Find more measurement activities 
for K-2 learners on my blog,

This Reading Mama

Terms of Use: This free printable pack was created for you to 
use at home with your child/students or with multiple children in 
your classroom/tutoring setting. Please do not sell, host, 
reproduce, giveaway, or store on any other site (including a 
blog, Facebook, 4Shared, Dropbox, etc.). Thank you!
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Roll a die. Look at the first box in the row that matches the number you rolled. If the object is 
longer in real life, color it red. If the object is shorter in real life, color it blue.  Continue rolling 
and racing until you have a row that takes 1st, 2nd, and 3rd place. 
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Roll &Race Which One?
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Roll &Race Which One?

Measurement with Lighter & Heavier

Roll a die. Look at the first box in the row that matches the number you rolled. Color the 
heavier objects that are pictured green. Color the lighter objects that are pictured yellow.  
Continue rolling and racing until you have a row that takes 1st, 2nd, and 3rd place. 



Roll a die. Tell what time it is in the first box from the row that matches the number you rolled. 
Cover that box. Continue rolling and racing until you have a row that takes 1st, 2nd, and 3rd

place. 
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Roll &Race What Time Is It?



Roll a die. Look at the first box in the row that matches the number you rolled. Tell if the 
child is thinking of the correct time or not.  Continue rolling and racing until you have a row 
that takes 1st, 2nd, and 3rd place. 

Telling Time by the Hour – Digital & Analogue Clockswww.thisreadingmama.com

Roll &Race Is It Time?
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